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From Our Director
Have a fabulous holiday season and please don’t
hesitate to contact me when the need arises.

Thank you to everyone who joined us for our
Annual Meeting this year, we appreciate your
support to help us continue to be such a successful
PTA Region.

Nicole
Illinois PTA NWCR/District 37 Director

Have you been using the PTA checklist (found at:
http://www.ilpta-d37.org/forms.html) this year?
With November upon us, many of us are in the
midst of holiday season and celebrations so I
thought it best to recap some of the basics we
should have done to date or be soon completing
before we become engrossed in our festivities.

DATES TO REMEMBER

Up to date PTA registration form with current
officers submitted to state office;
Membership dues sent to the state office;
audits and budgets for the PTA year have been
presented at a general membership meeting;
liability insurance premiums have been paid;
Taxes filed with the IRS;
Be certain audit and tax information is turned
into the state office (please cc: the director on
items turned in)

Nov. 8

Reflection Projects Due to Councils

Nov. 15

IRS filings due for June 30 year ends

Dec. 6

Reflections due to District 37 Chair

March 5

Reflections Reception
South Middle School, AH

7PM

SECRETARY – Michele Sheppard
The secretary needs to be
prepared for anything. Do you
bring these items with you?
Agenda
Minutes - not just the last meeting but going
back about a year.
Bylaws
Standing Rules
Ballots – for a ballot vote
Roberts Rule of Order Newly Revised
Membership List

Remember to also check the local unit packet disk
of resources each PTA received in August at Packet
Orientation. Look over the information and make
sure the people who need those resources have been
given the information from you (Presidents). A key
to PTA success is making sure we have clear
communication and share resources with all our
leaders.

Being prepared makes the meeting run smoothly.
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should never be deposited in a personal or
school bank account.

TREASURER – Barb Quinn
When it comes to
money, PTAs often find
themselves having to
acknowledge
circumstances they have
not experienced in the
past. We believe that
the most effective way
to
forestall
those
circumstances is to have a series of "Best Practices"
in place before this
his occurs. Having a set of checks
and balances in place protects not only the PTA but
those members of the PTA who handle the funds,
and removes any "personal" considerations from a
situation.
Here are some standards that we
recommend to assist your PTA in establishing firm
fiscal footing.

Deposit vouchers should be completed in
duplicate--one
one copy retained by the chair of
the event counting the funds, and one
presented to the treasurer with the funds to
be deposited.

•

Deposits should be made immediately and
credited to the line item in the budget to
which the funds belong. Each PTA is
encouraged to work with a bank that
provides for a night depository, and that the
term "immediately" be defined.

Establish a policy for returned checks (NSF)
as part of the "business practices" of the
PTA to avoid
oid any "personal issues" that
could arise. The maker of a returned check
is responsible not only for the original
amount of the check, but also for any fees
incurred from the bank.

•

The treasurer should issue a signed receipt
to any chairma
an who turns over funds after
the amount has been verified by the
treasurer.

Disbursements
• Use an "Expense Voucher" system for all
check requests, with it is an invoice from an
outside vendor or a request for
reimbursement.
Any
request
for
reimbursement should be accompanied
accom
by a
receipt. This should include the line item in
the budget to be charged, the payee, the
amount and the disposition of the check.

Income
• Establish a policy for counting funds
funds-our
recommendation is that at least two people
count funds and verify the funds with a
"Deposit Voucher" before turning funds
over to the treasurer. (The treasurer verifi
verifies
the amount as counted by the event chair
and/or committee members)
•

•

•

Do not sign a blank check.

•

Always pay for all items the PTA purchases
by check. Using cash from the proceeds of
an
n event creates inaccuracies in the final
accounting for the event. (National PTA
publication Treasurer's Quick Reference
Guide states "all PTA expenses must be paid
by check.)

•

Create a policy on reimbursement of sales
tax.

•

Have a dual signature policy for checks.

We are here to provide assistance as needed.
•

All funds belonging to the PTA must be
deposited in the PTA account at a bank
approved by the PTA board. PTA funds
2

years. We want to see every unit have a chance at
recognition for their efforts and we want to help our
region to stabilize its membership, righting the ship
so to speak. If every unit could set its initial goal to
match its prior year number, we would slow the
slide and begin our rebuilding. If then only half of
our 61 units hit the Silver Membership mark of 5
extra members, we’d be up as a region nearly 1%.
Slow and steady, right? So as you are reassessing
your membership goals, consider that first goal of
matching the previous year and then move to 5, then
10 and then 15 new members. If we all set realistic
goals and reevaluate them consistently along the
way, we’ll get there!

MEMBERSHIP – Lori Filby
By now most units have submitted their first dues
seeing the October 1 deadline has past and there
does seem to be a collective sigh of relief in
knowing that we have hit our first milestone of the
new PTA year. If you have met this deadline,
congratulations and thank you! If you haven’t sent
in your first payment, do it now! Even if you are
still recruiting—and we hope that you are recruiting
all during your school year—there is no limit to the
number of dues submissions you can make to the
state association, so make one now to be counted
for the first required payment and then make
another, or more, later.

Rockin’ Robin Awards
Our newest membership incentive rewards five of
our units who submitted their dues before the
October 1 deadline, but after our August 7 Packet
Orientation.
These winners each received a
complimentary registration at the NW Cook Region
meeting at the Cotillion on October 21.
Congratulations to the following winners –

We will soon have our first glimpse at this region’s
membership totals and we’ll know how to adjust
our goals for the remainder of the school year.
Adjusting goals is something we all do every day in
our non-PTA lives, right? We suddenly have a
child home with the flu, so now we won’t get to that
closet that we wanted to have straightened out this
week. It’s raining buckets, so now we won’t be
getting those leaves cleaned up in the yard today.
For your local unit, maybe you set your goal to
match your membership from last year. You hit
that (woohoo!), so now the goal is to add 10 more
by winter break. You didn’t hit your first goal and
you are still 30 members shy, so maybe you push
your self-imposed deadline out to give yourself
more time. The simple fact is goals are something
to strive for and manage and not to get hung up on
and struggle with. Work with your membership
committee or your Executive Board to see what
others think are realistic amendments to your goals,
employing their opinions, support and assistance
along the way.

Armstrong PTA – Hoffman Estates
Dooley PTA – Schaumburg
Hanover Highlands PTA – Schaumburg
Lakeview PTA – Hoffman Estates
Lincoln PTA – Palatine
The winners of our 2012-2013 PTA Rocks! awards
were presented at the NW Cook Region Fall
meeting. Together the following PTAs increased
their membership by 768 members last year.
Double Platinum Awards: Addams - Palatine;
Sundling; Paddock; Hanover Highlands; Kimball
Hill;
Addams Schaumburg;
Virginia Lake;
Hunting Ridge; Enders-Salk; Dooley; Fox;
Lakeview; and Eisenhower.
Platinum Awards: Conyers Learning Academy;
Hoover; and Marion Jordan.
Gold Awards: Nerge and Winston Campus Jr. High.

If you need a tool to help you decide what
reasonable membership goals are, look to the PTA
Rocks! membership campaign. When we designed
the program three years ago, we wanted to set
modest levels for success to allow more of our units
to reach them.
You need only beat your
membership number from last year by 5, 10 or 15
members to be recognized in this program. You
might wonder why we set them this low. Over the
past six membership years, the region has seen a
steady drop in its numbers overall. Our 2012-2013
total was down nearly 5.5% from the prior year and
it was our smallest drop, year over year, in six

2013-2014 is still young, so keep working toward
this year’s membership goals!
Happy Recruiting!
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Facebook page. How you handle it will rreflect on
your PTA, so act quickly but carefully.

PARENT ED – Matthew Rodriguez
Did you know that there is software that
you load onto your child’s Android or
Windows phone and it tracks, alerts you
and emails you everything your child is
doing with his/her phone, as well as, a
GPS system to track your child? You will know
who they talk to; every text message; every website
if you enable and authorize it; and every phone call.

Listen to the whole complaint. You can and should
stop the conversation if someone is yelling or
swearing at you, but otherwise hear them out
without interrupting. They need to speak their piece
before they
hey can listen to you in return.
Acknowledge the emotions, but stay calm yourself:
“It’s clear that you are upset about what happened.
Let’s see how I can help resolve this.”

With the dangers our kids face today it is important
that we stay on top of what our kids are doing. We
ALL want to believe our kids are innocent but
b we
know that sometimes they make poor choices.

Clarify the facts. It’s hard to find a solution to a
poorly-defined
defined problem such as “people thought the
fun fair wasn’t very good this year”. Ask for details
so you know how to proceed. “Were they unhappy
with the food or with the games?”

I STRONGLY encourage you to take this
opportunity to talk to your kids and explain to them
that you are concerned for them. Talk to them about
making the right choices. Talk to them about
personal responsibility.

Specify what you will do: pass their comments on
to next year’s event chair, have the vendor
ven
replace a
defective item, make sure the office staff gets a
copy of all flyers sent home in backpacks so they’re
prepared for parent phone calls, etc.

If you choose to purchase this type of software, be
prepared for the rebuttals. Your children WILL
definitely complain about their privacy, you don’t
trust them, it’s their phone, etc, etc, etc. Get ready.
That’s a whole other article to write.

Be sure to thank them for speaking up. Feedback is
important, whether it’s positive or negative. You
may not agree with their view of the situation, but
respect them for voicing a concern.

One such software program is My Mobile
Watchdog,
http://www.mymobilewatchdog.com
http://www.mymobilewatchdog.com.
Check out the website. It’s $4.99 a month
subscription and the best $5, other than my PTA
membership, I have ever spent. Any questions
q
contact me.

Sometimes the PTA gets complaints that really are
about school or district policy, or a classroom issue.
In this case, explain that it is not a PTA matter and
suggest
gest that they contact the appropriate person.
Then go the extra mile and offer to make that
connection for them by calling with or emailing an
introduction: “Mrs. Jones contacted me with
concerns about after-school
after
pickup; would you
please give her a call?”
ll?”

LEADERSHIP – Tracey Coleman
Tips for Handling Complaints
Good communication is vital to the success of every
PTA. Northwest Cook Region just offered our first
Communications Workshop, exploring the many
ways to share your PTA’s message. (For those who
missed it, we will schedule another session in the
coming months.) It’s not just about publicity and
promotion, though. Communication is a 22-way
street, and an effective PTA leader must learn to
deal appropriately with informationn coming back in
as well, often in the form of a complaint or a
negative comment. It could be from a parent, a staff
member, or a fellow PTA volunteer. It might be a
phone call, an email, or a post on your PTA’s

If the complaint is on Facebook or another social
media site, keep your responses simple and factual.
Offer to move a heated conversation offline. Also
be careful with email and text messages, as you
can’t control where your messages might be
forwarded.
Feel free to call on your council officers or
Northwest Cook Region board members. We’re
here to help! Sometimes a neutral party has a
different perspective and can be a calming
influence.
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ANNUAL MEETING RECAP

New Illinois Report Card Has Launched!

New School Report Card

Illinois’ new state school report card has been
officially launched. The new report card paints a
more complete picture of the learning environment
at every school in Illinois, providing information
about academic performance, the school
environment, and courses and programs offered.

Debra Strauss, Illinois PTA past president, Co-chair
of the
shared with us the history and purpose
behind the new school report card. She explained
that the new report card paints a more complete
picture of the learning environment at every school
in Illinois, providing information about academic
performance, the school environment, and courses
and programs offered.

The
new
report
card,
accessible
at
http://illinoisreportcard.com/, includes both an
Online Report Card that offers an in-depth view of
school- and district-level information as well as an
At-a-Glance Report Card that provides a simple,
one-page, printable view of a school or district’s
most
important
information.

Nominating Committee was elected:
Julie O’Hara
joh1012@yahoo.com
Mikel Eppenbaugh
hairstyle9902@yahoo.com
Michelle Gledhill
michelleg29@comcast.net
Ami O’Keefe
ami.okeefe@gmail.com
Lori Filby
ptalori@filby.net
Please contact anyone on the committee for more
information regarding the nominating process for
Region Director and to nominate yourself or
someone else as a candidate.

Please visit the new report card site at
http://illinoisreportcard.com/. We welcome all
questions and comments at reportcard@isbe.net.
Illinois State Board of Education

HOSPITALITY – Joan Scovic

Awards:
29 PTAs were recognized for the programs they ran
last year. A request was made that we share some
of the programs within our
Region, so don’t be surprised if
you are contacted for more
details on some of your award
winning programs so everyone
can learn from them.
In
addition, 17 PTAs were given
membership awards for their
efforts last year.

This year in Northwest Cook Region, the role of
Hospitality Chair is open, so a few board members
have been chipping in to help plan the hospitality
portions of our events. When asked about a
hospitality article for the Dialogue, I started to
wonder about the origin of hospitality and what it
means to be hospitable.
According to dictionary.com, being hospitable is
"receiving or treating guests or strangers warmly
and generously." This idea can obviously be applied
to our PTA new family committees, our
membership committees, and anyone else who will
be working the tables at our fall events. Strive to
make your PTA a "hospitable PTA." Greet with a
smile, say thank you, be gracious.

Convention Surveys:
238 turned in; 210 said they knew about state
convention; 191 said they knew that at convention
Illinois PTA conducts its necessary business
meeting with the membership; 56 said they have
attended convention in the past. The majority of the
surveys showed that our delegates would like to see
a shorter convention, meaning a one day meeting
verses a three day event that has taken place in the
past. Look for changes beginning with the 2014
convention.

Another definition, also from dictionary.com,
revolves around "being favorably receptive or
open." Again, make this a part of your PTA culture.
Be accepting of new faces and new ideas, be
inclusive of all of your families, avoid the dreaded
PTA cliques, and remember that we are here to
provide one voice for every child.
Hospitably yours!
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How do we identify test anxiety disorders in our
children? I provide (below) a brief, three-item
three
scale.
Read and discuss the items with your son or
daughter, then tally the score.

HEALTH/SAFETY – Joyce Stenzel
Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Test? By Richard Driscoll
Most of us have experienced high test anxiety at
some time in our school careers. We worried the
night before the test, sure we would face certain
shame and failure by high noon. We went to tests
with butterflies in our stomachs, and perhaps
studied hard only
nly to forget what we already knew.
Yet, such experiences were only occasional, for
most of us, and we recovered quickly. What about
our sons and daughters?

Test Anxiety Scale
Rate the following three items as
5= extremely or always
ys true
4= highly or usually true
3= moderately or sometimes true
2= seldom or slightly true
1= not at all or never true

Jenny is a high schooler with high test anxiety. She
worries when she studies, sure that whatever she
s
learns is not enough or that it will vanish from mind
the moment she steps into the next exam. She
dreads exams, feels queasy, and can hear her heart
pounding when she takes exams. And the
information she fears she will forget does indeed
vanish, leavingg her hapless and helpless in the midst
of an exam, and more afraid than ever. She may be
a good student, or perhaps average, but she always
worries afterward that she failed the exam or made
an unacceptable score. She is ashamed of her
condition, which is common among those with
anxiety disorders, and she knows that she is being
not quite rational. So she hides her anxieties from
her parents and from her teachers as well.

1. ___As I study for my exams, I worry that I will
not remember the material on the exam.
2. ___I feel stressed during exams, and feel queasy
or notice that my heart is pounding.
3. ___I lose focus on important exams, and I cannot
remember material that I knew before the exam.
___Add your score for the three items.
___Divide by 3. This is your child's test anxiety
score.
A score of 3 or higher suggests high anxiety, and
indicates that your child might benefit from an
anxiety reduction program. Consult your school
counselor or psychologist.

Jenny has the three major features of a test anxiety
disorder:
•
•
•

Richard Driscoll, Ph.D., is the author of Tame Test Anxiety.
He is a member of the Anxiety Disorders
Diso
Association of
America and a media resource with the American
Psychological Association. Additional information is available
on www.peacewithmyself.com.
www.peacewithmyself.com

Worry, fear of failure,, and a general
pessimism about most exams;
Trembling, racing heart, feeling numb or ill
during important tests;
Forgetting what she already knows, and not
thinking on tests as clearly as she ordinarily
does.

At least 5 to 6 percent of secondary school students
wrestle with test anxiety severe enough to mess
with their minds, make them miserable, and
significantly lower their performance on important
tests. We need to identify these youngsters, and give
them a hand out of their personal pain and
confusion.
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LEGISLATION – Barb Quinn

REFLECTIONS – Joan Scovic

The Illinois PTA Legislative Agenda

2013-2014 Theme: Believe, Dream, Inspire
Children and the Arts

As each new school year begins, the Illinois PTA
follows issues of concern to our members at the
local, state and federal level.

The goal of PTA’s
arts in education
programming is to be
a resource for PTA
leaders in partnering
with
schools
to
provide opportunities
for all students to
explore
and
be
involved in the arts.

At the local level, we take our cue from YOU the
members to determine what issues you have
concerns about. This year, we are hearing lots of
questions about the implementation of assessments
for the Common Core State Standards which have
replaced the Illinois State Standards, along with
questions about the new state report card. Working
with Debra Strauss, former state president, we are
offering insights into these two issues of vital
concern to parents. Please watch for opportunities
to attend workshops, and read the Illinois PTA
Bulletin to learn more.

The arts—and the National PTA Reflections
program —support student success and serve as a
valuable tool for building strong partnerships in
your school community. When PTAs and schools
work together to support arts education, they:

Since the Illinois General Assembly yearly session
overlaps the school year, often the first "event" at
the state level is their return to Springfield in the fall
"override" session. Some of the topics we continue
to follow are: parental leave, comprehensive health
education, children's mental health issues, juvenile
justice issues, and the ever-present funding
concerns. Please watch for action alerts and
informational broadcasts from the Illinois PTA.
At the federal level, we work in conjunction with
the National PTA's Public Policy Agenda.
Currently, the four key policy areas being
considered are:
education, child health and
nutrition, juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention, and school safety. Policy briefs on each
of these can be accessed via the National PTA
website, www.pta.org under the Advocacy menu.

•

Encourage all students—despite individual
challenges—to explore ideas, express their
individuality and support their peers in a
positive way;

•

Provide all students with an academic
advantage by increasing student engagement
and teacher effectiveness, which leads to
increased school attendance rates and social
connectedness among students; and

•

Enhance family engagement by connecting
families and schools to one another and to
their communities.

Schools and PTAs committed to quality learning in
the arts can identify opportunities together for
families to take an active role in support of arts
education.
One amazing opportunity for our children is the
Reflections Program. Hopefully you have a
Reflections Chair who has already sent out
information on the program and who is encouraging
student artists. Here are a few ways your PTA can
increase participation in this arts program:

We will continue to provide information on these
vital areas to our members. Should you have
questions, concerns or comments, please feel free to
contact a member of the Northwest Cook Region
Board.
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inspires them. Get the ideas flowing and pass out
your rules and form packet to interested students.

REFLECTIONS – continued
Promote the Program to your
Administration and Teachers:

• Ask if you can have 5 minutes at the beginning of
an all school assembly or parent orientation
meeting. Either speak live, or have a recorded
message to share over your announcement system
explaining the program and how to get info.

• Ask for five minutes at a teacher meeting, or send
out a letter or email to the staff explaining what
Reflections is. Most teachers will recognize that
additional arts opportunities are great for kids.
Some might offer to help by telling students about
the program, or even volunteering on your
committee.

• Create a bulletin board or showcase in the
hallways to promote the program.
• Promote the program at your PTA meetings. Get
the parents excited and ask them to share the
information with their children.

• Make sure they all get copies of rules and
information and that you inform them of due dates
along the way.

• Get specialty teachers—art, music, English, etc.—
or club advisors to talk about the program to their
students or club members. A special invitation from
a teacher can go a long way!

• Ask teachers to remind students to turn in their
projects as the due date approaches.
Promote the Program to Your
Students and Families:

• Start a lunch bunch or after school program for a
few weeks. Provide paper, pens, art supplies, and
other Reflections materials to help the children start
projects.

• Use your school’s newsletter to get the word
out—either a paper newsletter or an email
newsletter. If you don’t have a full newsletter, send
out a notice or flyer just about Reflections.

• Ask your school announcement coordinator to
announce the program and due date reminders.

• Put the due dates and reminders in your school
calendar.

• Set up information tables at Open House, Meet
the Teacher, Orientation Nights, Back to School
Picnic, Family Events, during the lunch hour, etc.
Hand out your Reflections information. Make your
booth inviting, colorful, and artistic. Having
an interactive game or activity will help get people
to stop by. It can be as simple as guess how
many crayons are in the jar, or hand out a piece of
paper and a few crayons tied with a ribbon, or new
pens with the Reflections theme or logo.

• Go Social! Post information, flyers, forms and
reminders on your PTA and/or school website or
Facebook page, and in email blasts and parent
reminders sent home to your families.
• Send out an information request flyer. Put down a
few basics and put a tear off on the bottom so
students can request a full set of rules and an entry
form. This will save lots of paper!

• At the end of the program, post the projects and
recognize the students who participated.
When other students see their peers getting awards
and celebrations, it may inspire them to enter a
project next year. Recognition ideas include
newsletter articles, a gallery in the school hallways,
certificates, ribbons, pins, school announcements,
and award ceremonies.

• Send out a small packet with a cover letter with
your contact info and due date, a copy of the rules
in brief and an entry form.
• Send home a flyer promoting the program. There
is one you can customize on the LUP disc.
• Brainstorming Sessions. Ask if you can have 5
minutes in each classroom to explain the program to
the students. Ask them about their dreams, or what

Best of luck with spreading the arts throughout your
school and PTA community!
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Reduce expenses that do not support our vision.
• Create analysis of assets and traditions and
identify those that negatively impacts resources
(Building, State Convention)

ILLINOIS PTA NEWS
Your Illinois PTA State Board of Directors met in
September this year and adopted the following
strategic plan.

Illinois PTA – Strategic Plan
“Be in. Be Real. Be Bold.”

2. WE WILL ENHANCE THE INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL
AWARENESS
OF
THE
ASSOCIATION.
Build positive public perception of PTA through
relevant communication/information at all levels
of our association.
• Distribute relevant publications/resources that are
professional, consistent, and positive in their
message.
• Streamline website to create a professional site
with public access to relevant information and
members only areas that provide governing and
PTA only information.
• Measure and assess member and general public
perception of PTA to improve our public image.
Be the voice of children and families on all related
issues within the State of Illinois
• Position our association leaders as key advocates
for child and family: increase our visibility on
government and like-minded agency committees
and task forces.
• Create a reporting system for disseminating
actions of the above committees to membership.
• Invite outside agency partners to communicate
with the membership through a variety of PTA
communication outlets.

VISION STATEMENT:
To enrich the lives of Illinois children by being the
premier parent resource; encouraging family and
community engagement through programs, services,
advocacy, and education.
GOALS
1. WE WILL GROW AND STEWARD OUR
RESOURCES
Renew the existing local units and establish new
units.
• Develop and implement a marketing plan for
recruiting local units. Increase local units by 5%
per year beginning in 2014-2015.
• Increase awareness of the benefits of membership:
affiliates/partners/sponsors member only benefits;
advocate training; legislative awareness; and
governing guidance.
Increase membership in local units.
• Encouraging one member for every student and
staff, increasing membership 10% by June 2014
and 15% annually thereafter through June 2018.
• Create a sense of emergency to revitalize that we
are a member association; highlight the wonderful
programs at risk and the accomplishments and
importance of PTA
• Create and promote a New and Improved Illinois
PTA: creating Community Partnership Plan for
regions, districts, and local schools to benefit and
profit from.
Create/enhance State developed units to avail
membership to individuals or entities not aligned
with a local unit.
• Create awareness of opportunity to be part of
State Business or State Individual units and the
benefits of membership.

3. WE WILL ENHANCE ORGANIZATIONAL
EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS.
Implement improved method of communications
through a comprehensive use of current
technology.
• Utilize website technology on which action items
can be posted and will allow people to discuss,
express opinions, or share additional information.
• Implement means to conduct electronic meetings
with file share and visual capabilities.
• Establish an education portal to enhance training
availability to all members.
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programs, programs in development, and ideas for
new programs.
• Provide units/councils with multiple means to
express their concerns, needs, and questions to
State Board members that will provide the needed
action.
Build an accountability system for State Board
members.
• Create an environment where everything we do
must support our membership and our vision.
• Establish a Board evaluation procedure that
identifies strengths, acknowledges meeting the
needs of the association, and areas needing further
training to succeed.

ILLINOIS PTA NEWS - Continued
Expand our office capabilities to maximize the
services provided.
• Identify services best served through a central
operation than by a Board Member or at the
Region/District level and the office staff needed to
accommodate at the state office.
• Realize the need to provide competitive
compensation for skills necessary to establish
stability within the office.
Ensure all local units/councils have representation
at the state level.
• Work to establish Region boards in Regions
without a Director and to identify a representative.
Create an inclusive environment reflective of the
population we seek to serve.
• Develop and disseminate information and training
in languages that represent our population.
• Develop strategies to educate and equip PTA
members and leaders to foster inclusion and
diversity at all levels of our association.

NEWSLETTER – Michele Sheppard
As
you compile
your
newsletter, remember this
information
regarding
reprinting articles from other
source.

4. WE WILL RECRUIT, TRAIN, AND SUPPORT
EFFECTIVE LEADERS.
Welcome and seek potential leaders at all levels.
• Design and market new methods to identify and
recruit potential leaders.
• Remove the barriers to leadership roles at all
levels of our association.
• Assess and monitor the identification and
promotion of potential leaders.
Implement a comprehensive leadership model that
develops, guides, and directs our current and
future leaders.
• Coach and mentor local leaders to develop their
skills to increase their leadership effectiveness.
• Provide State Board members training to better
serve the local units.
• Make web-based training available to support
individualized online learning when convenient
for the trainee.
• Establish a Program Engagement Network:
Program chairs, Advocates, Local leaders
(PENPALs); a monthly forum to discuss current

PTAs are welcome to reprint
PTA-authored newsletter articles from PTA
Partners in Leadership, PTA Local Leader News,
and PTA Parent in their publications. Both state and
local PTAs may reprint National PTA articles for
PTA purposes, so long as they include proper
attribution.
All reprinted PTA articles must include the
following credit line: Reprinted with permission
from National PTA.
To reprint articles from non-PTA sources, you must
seek permission from the author or originating
organization. These articles will have either a byline
with attribution at the beginning of the article or a
"reprinted with permission" statement at the end, or
both.
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Painting a Brighter Future for OUR Children!

started on the right foot. There are fall festivals,
fundraising campaigns, and annual clubs to get
started, just to name a few activities that our units
are busy with. Arlington Heights Council of PTAs
has been busy with their Council hosting duties this
year to Northwest Cook Suburban Region as well as
making sure the programs we help our local units
with are working well.

NATIONAL PTA NEWS
Join the Lysol Healthy Habits Program
Source: National PTA; Leadership

Briefing,

September 2013ptember, 2013

Did you know
students miss
22
million
school days
each year due
to
the
common
cold? That's
many
lost
hours
of
learning and millions of opportunities for students
to fall behind. Yet, research shows that teaching
good hygiene habits can help eliminate lost school
days
by
26%.

Last spring through the generosity of our School
District 25, our local PTA units were able to collect
memberships and payments on-line for our current
fiscal year. We have found that overall it was quite
successful and parents appreciated being able to
sign up and pay on-line alongside the school fees.
This year, many of our units are also choosing to try
some of their fundraising efforts to be available
through on-line ordering and payment to see if they
can capture the same amount of interest from
parents, hoping that it is more convenient for them.

In an effort to help keep students healthy this backto-school season, the National PTA and National
Education Association (NEA), in collaboration with
LYSOL®, have launched the Healthy Habits
Program—aimed at reinforcing the practice of
healthy habits to stay well and thriving inside and
outside the classroom. We invite you to check out
the
program's
online
resources.

Paper calendars and paper directories have always
been a part of the PTA membership draw here in
Arlington Heights. We have some units within our
Council exploring digital calendars, app friendly
calendars, digital directories, and app friendly
directories. It is not for every school community or
every PTA unit but it is interesting to hear each
unit’s feedback that chooses to try these types of
services and get their personal experiences and
input on them. We need to be flexible to the
changes in technology so it can be beneficial to
learn from some of these PTA units and it is great
that they share their experiences.

To bring these resources to life by activating the
outlined practices, a large interactive science exhibit
on wheels (The Healthy Habits Tour) will also be
traveling to schools across the country through
October. In addition, the program features a mobile
application and toolkit containing resources for
parents and teachers to engage students on health in
interesting ways. Encourage parents and teachers in
your local area to visit the Healthy Habits website
for access to ready-to-use lesson plans, a parent
activity calendar and other assets to keep students
healthy as they return to school for a new year.

On-line presence is quite important nowadays and
many of the PTA units here in Arlington Heights
work on their unit websites, replacing the paper
newsletters we were once all familiar with receiving
on a regular basis. There is also the availability of
use of social media and some of our local units are
trying Facebook to keep our PTA parents informed
and are achieving success getting parents better
informed and more involved.

DISTRICT 37 COUNCIL CORNER

So as we try new things and try to keep up with
technology, we hope for great strides in trying to
reach our parents and community members and to
keep them informed and well engaged to PTA.
Julie Birenbaum and Michelle Gledhill
AHC Co-presidents

Arlington Heights Council of PTAs
We hope that everyone has had a great start to the
new school year! We know many of our local units
have been hard at work to get the new school year
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included the history of PTA, legislation pieces, and
some featured programs that we do not only on a
State and National level, but at a local level as well.
During down time, we were able to step outside and
watch the start of the family walk and also cheer on
the participants who ran the 5K as they crossed the
finish line. We had a great time at this event and
were proud to help promote literacy and a healthy
lifestyle to families throughout our district.

COUNCIL CORNER continued
Schaumburg Township Council of PTAs
STC was the
proud sponsor
of
School
District 54’s
Run to Read
event
that
took place on
Sunday,
September
22nd
at
Dirksen Elementary School.

Our next event took place immediately following
our STC General Membership Meeting on Tuesday,
October 8th at 6:30pm at Keller Jr. High. Dr.
Nicholas Myers, Associate Superintendent for D54,
offered a Common Core presentation for our
parents throughout the district. STC feels it is
important for parents to learn as much as they can
about the new Common Core State Standards so
they can better advocate for their children. Dr.
Myers explained how the new State Standards came
to be and how our district has realigned its
curriculum to meet the new demands of teaching
these standards well in our district.

This event raises money for teachers throughout the
district to purchase books for their classrooms. We
have
been
working
hard
this
year
to
brand ourselves
and help our
local units get
the word out
about what PTA
is and what it is
we do.
Our
council logo was
printed on the
back of the Run to Read t-shirts along with STC
bookmarks and membership forms. These were
given to each participant who attended. We were
able to set up a table during the event and had a
great time speaking to families about PTA.

Mikel Eppenbuagh
STC President

Northwest Suburban Council of PTAs
What a joy it is to get back-to-school and back-toPTA-business! The Northwest Suburban Council is
focused on “The Keys” this year. While it sounds,
at first, like a lofty, broad-ranging goal, it is the
essence of what good PTAs look like. It’s a
“getting back-to-basics” by focusing on leadership,
membership, and training.

Anyone
who
visited
our table
was able
to “Spin
the
Wheel”
to learn
a PTA
fun fact.
We also asked them to write their favorite PTA
event or program on our display board. We

One of the gifts of a Council is its ability to focus
on its membership in a variety of ways. SPARK
(Special Education Parents Accessing Resources
and Knowledge), led by Chair, Jenni Bennett, is one
of our most important committees, and a direct way
for the NWSC PTA PTSA to reach out to members
with education and support.
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NORTHWEST COOK REGION/
DISTRICT 37 BOARD

COUNCIL CORNER continued

Director

Northwest Suburban Council of PTAs,
continued
SPARK hosts monthly meetings to inform our
membership (and all who are interested) about
issues which not only impact families of children of
special needs, but all of our families. Check out the
topics
this
year:
http://www.ccsd15.net/files/_rdER6_/06277411069
304e33745a49013852ec4/SPARKFlyer201314.pdf.
SPARK has also created an online support group to
help our District 15 families not only find
information but camaraderie with others.
The first General Membership meeting of our 20132014 NWSC PTA PTSA calendar, held, Monday,
September 23rd, was a joint venture with our
SPARK Committee. At this meeting, Michael
Gladstein, author of SQ Write, talked about
Executive Functioning – not well-known among
parents, but absolutely vital to a student’s learning.
Executive Functioning is the ability to engage in
purposeful, organized, strategic, self-regulated, and
goal-directed behaviors. Michael discussed EF’s
relationship to student achievement regarding
written expression, study skills, and school success.
In addition to the overview of EF and its
applications, Mr. Gladstein gave the audience
concrete examples of strategies that would help all
students change their studying into more concrete,
constructive work, instead of the rote memorization
it often is.

Nicole Fentem
nfentem@ilpta-d37.org

Secretary/
Newsletter

mls1960@aol.com

Treasurer/NWCR
Leg. Consultant

Barbara Quinn
BQuinnPTA@aol.com

Health

Joyce Stenzel
jmstenzel@aol.com

Leadership

Tracey Coleman
traceykcoleman@sbcglobal.net

Membership

Lori Filby
membership@ilpta-d37.org

Parent Ed.

Matthew Rodriquez
tazcubano@aol.com

Reflections

Joan Scovic
jscovic@gmail.com

Scholarship

Jeanne Hamilton
jeannemarieh@msn.com

Technology

Brent Fentem
bfentem@ilpta-d37.org

AHC

Michele Sheppard

Julie Birenbaum
julester@comcast.net
Michelle Gledhill
michelleg29@comcast.net

The audience was made up of parents, teachers,
students and even District 15 administrators,
ensuring that the impact of the work SPARK is
doing will extend beyond the Sundling Theater into
homes, classrooms and boardrooms. Truly an
example of the reach of PTA into our lives.
Julie O’Hara
NWSC President
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NWSC

Julie O’Hara
joh1012@yahoo.com

STC

Mikel Eppenbaugh
hairstyle9902@yahoo.com

